
Visionary Vince, 43
Owner | Decisive


7 Years

$XX,XXX/yr

Greenville, SC

I want people in the community to feel heard. Without their 
support, there’d be no business.”

Vince is a taproom owner who leads marketing, product growth, 
and company culture. His investment of $XX,XXX in consumer 
research has resulted in an average of XXXX customers per week, 
XX employees, and $XXX,XXX in monthly profits. To promote his 
business, he collaborates with artists and businesses to position 
his taproom as a beacon for local progressive thought. Since 
‘challenging the status quo’ and southern flavors are core to his 
brand, he plans events and campaigns around these ideas, often 
tying in local causes. As attendance continues to surpass Vince’s 
expectations, he wants to collect data to predict future turnout. 



To collect data, he has a loyalty program, which offers members 
discounted beer and invites to events. However, he is unsure how 
to use this data to expand, which involves getting deep feedback, 
leveraging demographics, and resolving production and capacity 
needs. This is critical, as growth will lead to distribution. Because 
of his expertise, he is skeptical of new technologies. He is more 
likely to adopt new methods if they are presented in a way that 
reflects the ideals that are important to him. 


Oversees marketing, product, 
and culture
Works with local organizations

Tasks

Unsure how to leverage 
customer data

Excited to promote and 
grow his business

Feelings

Local community
Customer feedback
Growth and finances

Influences

Does not know how to use 
consumer data for growth

Pain Points

Define right offers for 
customers
Leverage consumer data for 
actionable results
Leverage consumer data for 
actionable results
Optimize his marketing efforts

Goals

About Vince

How GoBeep Can Help
Help Vince strategically optimize marketing channels and budget 
by providing a way to engage more deeply with customers and 
track their past behavior. This will provide Vince the resources to 
personalize marketing and leverage consumer insights, resulting 
in increased revenue to expand his business.


